Israel Says…

They Say: The symbol on the flag is the ‘Star of David’
We Say: The symbol on the flag is a hexagram, an occult
symbol of witchcraft
Let’s find out more about that ‘Star of David’ from Wikipedia:
The Star of David (✡), known in Hebrew as the Shield of David or Magen David
(Hebrew
; Biblical Hebrew Māḡēn Dāwīḏ [maːˈɣeːn daːˈwiːð], Tiberian [mɔˈɣen
dɔˈvið], Modern Hebrew [maˈɡen daˈvid], Ashkenazi Hebrew and Yiddish Mogein
Dovid [ˈmɔɡeɪn ˈdɔvid]or Mogen Dovid), is a generally recognized symbol of modern
Jewish identity and Judaism. Its shape is that of a hexagram, the compound of
two equilateral triangles. Unlike the menorah, the Lion of Judah, the shofar and
the lulav, the Star of David was never a uniquely Jewish symbol, although it had
been used in that way as a printer's colophon since the sixteenth century.
During the 19th century the symbol began to proliferate among the Jewish
communities of Eastern Europe, ultimately being used among the Jewish
communities in the Pale of Settlement. A significant motivating factor, according to
scholar Gershom Sholem, was the desire to represent Jewish religion and/or identity
in the same manner the Christian cross identified that religion's believers. The
earliest Jewish usage of the symbol was inherited from medieval Arabic literature
by Kabbalists for use in talismanic protective amulets (segulot) where it was
known as a Seal of Solomon. The symbol was also used in Christian churches as a
decorative motif many centuries before its first known use in a Jewish synagogue.
Before the 19th century, official use in Jewish communities was generally known
only in the region of today's Czech Republic, Austria and possibly parts of Southern
Germany, having begun in medieval Prague.
The symbol became representative of the worldwide Zionist community, and later
the broader Jewish community, after it was chosen as the central symbol on a flag
at the First Zionist Congress in 1897.
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The identification of the term "Star of David" or "Shield of David" with the hexagram
shape dates to the 17th century. The term "Shield of David" is also used in the
Siddur (Jewish prayer book) as a title of the God of Israel.
Ah, I see. That star is the ‘Star of David’ or the ‘Magen David’. That’s interesting because
not only does it look like a hexagram, it was defined as such. Let’s see what a hexagram
is. From Wikipedia:
A hexagram (Greek) or sexagram (Latin) is a six-pointed geometric star figure with
the Schläfli symbol {6/2}, 2{3}, or {{3}}. Since there are no true regular continuous
hexagrams, the term is instead used to refer to the compound figure of two
equilateral triangles shown to the right. The intersection is a regular hexagon.
The hexagram is part of an infinite series of shapes which are compounds of two ndimensional simplices. In three dimensions, the analogous compound is the
stellated octahedron, and in four dimensions the compound of two 5-cells is
obtained.
It is used in historical, religious and cultural contexts, for example in Hanafism,
Judaism, Hinduism and occultism. Thehexagram, like the pentagram, was and is
used in practices of the occult and ceremonial magic and is attributed to the 7
"old" planets outlined in astrology.
The six-pointed star is commonly used both as a talisman and for conjuring spirits
and spiritual forces in diverse forms of occult magic. In the book The History and
Practice of Magic, Vol. 2, the six-pointed star is called the talisman of Saturn and it
is also referred to as the Seal of Solomon. Details are given in this book on how to
make these symbols and the materials to use.
Traditionally, the Hexagram can be seen as the combination of the four elements.
Fire is symbolized as an upwards pointing triangle, while Air (its elemental opposite)
is also an upwards pointing triangle, but with a horizontal line through its center.
Water is symbolized as a downwards pointing triangle, while Earth (its elemental
opposite) is also a downwards pointing triangle, but with a horizontal line through its
center. When you combine the symbols of Fire and Water, a hexagram (six-pointed
star) is created. The same follows for when you combine the symbols of Air and
Earth. When you combine both hexagrams, you get the double-hexagram. Thus, a
combination of the elements is created.
In Rosicrucian and Hermetic Magic, the seven Traditional Planets correspond with
the angles and the center of the Hexagram as follows, in the same patterns as they
appear on the Sephiroth and on the Tree of Life. Saturn, although formally attributed
to the Sephira of Binah, within this frame work nonetheless occupies the position of
Daath.
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Well, we see that there is more to this than the eye can see. So here is the question – why
is a hexagram, that is used in magic rituals, the symbol of a country? Let’s take a little
closer look at this hexagram and what it does. From Wikipedia:
The six-pointed star is commonly used both as a talisman and for conjuring spirits
and spiritual forces in diverse forms of occult magic. In the book The History and
Practice of Magic, Vol. 2, the six-pointed star is called the talisman of Saturn and it
is also referred to as the Seal of Solomon.
The definitions just given, that are freely available on the internet that will take you less
than 10 minutes to find, should be disturbing. Who decided that one of witchcraft’s most
powerful symbol should be on a flag?
What is even more surprising, we have all of the Israelis and many Christians running
around flying this flag with this symbol on it.
Most other nations have striped flags, flags with stars, flags with a shield or an eagle on it;
this one has a symbol of witchcraft. Do you really think that the Lord Jesus Christ will
have ANYTHING to do with the occult? Do you really think that the Lord Jesus Christ
wants you, as a ‘Christian’, to mix light (which is Jesus) with dark (which is the occult)?
What did the Lord say about messing about with witchcraft? Let’s take a look:
1 Samuel 15:23 - For rebellion is as the sin of witchcraft, and stubbornness is as
iniquity and idolatry. Because thou hast rejected the word of the LORD, he hath also
rejected thee from being king.
2 Chronicles 33:6 - And he caused his children to pass through the fire in the valley
of the son of Hinnom: also he observed times, and used enchantments, and used
witchcraft, and dealt with a familiar spirit, and with wizards: he wrought much evil in
the sight of the LORD, to provoke him to anger.
Galatians 5:19-21 - Now the works of the flesh are manifest, which are these;
Adultery, fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness, Idolatry, witchcraft, hatred,
variance, emulations, wrath, strife, seditions, heresies, Envyings, murders,
drunkenness, revellings, and such like: of the which I tell you before, as I have also
told you in time past, that they which do such things shall not inherit the kingdom of
God.
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So, what have we learned?







witchcraft is as the sin of rebellion;
witchcraft working/messing about with witchcraft is a sin;
We can see from the 2nd example that witchcraft angers the Lord;
witchcraft will bring evil;
And lastly, we see that witchcraft is a work of the flesh;
and those who do the works of the flesh will NEVER see the Kingdom of God.

We have 6 very important points that the Lord gives us in His Word that tells us to STAY
AWAY from witchcraft and anything to do with witchcraft.
 So what makes you think that Israel is ‘godly’?
 How can you justify these people are ‘God’s chosen’ when they are doing
everything they can to piss the Lord of Hosts off?
 Why are ‘Christians’ sending money to Israel for anything?
 Why are 'Christians' wearing hexagram pendants and jewelry in 'support' of Israel?
Didn’t the Lord tell us that light and dark cannot commune with each other? See Scripture:
John 12:46 - I am come a light into the world, that whosoever believeth on me
should not abide in darkness.
2 Corinthians 6:14 - Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what
fellowship hath righteousness with unrighteousness? and what communion hath
light with darkness?
This is where you open your eyes, Christian, and see that everything about Israel is dark
and darkness, especially if they have a hexagram on their flag. Many of you are looking at
these articles and are in disbelief. Why have you not seen this before? What is going on
that you could not see this coming?
We will submit to you that your mind has been blinded to the truth, and you have
been fed a LIE that you believed. What does scripture has to say about a blinded mind?
2 Corinthians 4:3-4 - But if our gospel be hid, it is hid to them that are lost: In whom
the god of this world hath blinded the minds of them which believe not, lest the light
of the glorious gospel of Christ, who is the image of God, should shine unto them.
Now you know why.
Who is the god of this world?
Satan is.
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Now you know who controls Israel.
Now you know why most Israelis HATE the Lord Jesus Christ.
Now you know why it will be Israel that ushers in the antichrist.
Now you know why Israel does it dirty work and gets away with it.

This is not just some opinion, Christian. What you have in Israel is a country that is evil to
the core. What you have is a country that is empowered by Satan himself.
So, to answer the question about the Israeli flag – it is EVIL, as this is the flag that
represents the State of Israel. If the Standard or flag is evil, then, logically speaking, the
state is evil.
What the Zionists are telling you about Israel is NOT TRUE.
It was Mayer Rothschild that had the Israelis in 1948 put the hexagram on the flag, as this
was HIS seal. The symbol of Israel should be the menorah, as this was the symbol of the
Hebrews and the Children of Israel in the past. As you already know, the House of
Rothschild is evil, and these people are Satanists (devil worshippers) and they are
doing things to prepare the world for THEIR king, who is none other than Satan
himself.
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Here is Our Challenge to all of you:
We challenge you to go to Jesus directly RIGHT NOW and ask Him if what is shown here
is true. Use this as a means to start a conversation with The Lord Jesus Christ and sit with
Him and ask Him questions. Start with (asking out loud):

“Jesus, is what I just read true?”
He will answer you and NOW you will be on the true road to salvation, knowing
for SURE if you are going to make it or not, as Jesus would have told you. Keep talking
with Him. Get to know Him and He will start to reveal Himself to you. You need to find out
for yourself and work out YOUR salvation for YOU, as the scriptures tell us to.
In closing, we want to give you an EXACT QUOTE we got from Jesus Himself:

"Disciples of mine will make it into my Kingdom; Christians will
NOT."
Take heed and don't just blow this off. What is being presented here is IMPORTANT!!
Read and understand what the Lord Jesus Christ is saying to all of us. As we always
say, do not take anything we say as the gospel; ALWAYS confirm what you are
reading or hearing by running it by the Lord Jesus Christ yourself. Keep talking to
Jesus and He will respond to you. Have Him explain WHY what is being said is true. Talk
with the Lord Jesus Christ and get to know Him personally.
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